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WORLD-WIDE 
INFLATION 

It is no secret that virtually the entire world is now suffering from a 
severe "double-digit" inflation, and that we have all moved to a scary 
new plateau of inflationary acceleration. It is no comfort to us 
"Austrian" economists that we have predicted the current mess; it is 
still less comfort that very few people have taken the Austrign lessons to 
heart. It is true that the free gold market has finally begun to price gold 
realistically in relation to the depreciating currencies of the world; but 
the monetary authorities show no real disposition to do anything to halt 
the looming takeoff to worldwide currency destruction. Do the monetary 
authorities, the politicians, and the Establishment economists 
understand that the cause of the mess is a continuing expansion of the 
money supply in the various nations? Yes and no; many of them don't 
know, while those who do understand, mumble about the "political 
realities" and go along with the accelerating destruction. The much- 
vaunted "tight money" policy of the Federal Reserve System is simply a 
grisly joke; money is not "tight" when the Fed still continues to increase 
the money supply at  a rate of approximately 10% per annum. Really tight 
money doesn't mean high and rising interest rates, which are inevitable 
in the later stages of an inflationary boom and reflect "inflation 
premiums" on the price of credit. Tight money means ceasing to inflate 
the money supply, period; or even decreasing it. That such truly tight 
money is scarcely in the offing was seen by the response of the Fed in 
pouring in $1 billion of new money to save the Franklin National Bank 
from the consequences of its own misdeeds. 

The public is solidly opposed to inflation, as it increasingly hits their 
savings and their cost of living, and as they increasingly find that rising 
interest rates make stocks an extraordinarily bad hedge against inflation. 
Unfortunately, the public cannot be expected to understand the arcane 
processes by which the Fed and other central banks keep increasing the 
money supply and thereby bring about continuing and accelerating 
inflation. One thing the public knows - at least for the time being, while 
its memory is fresh: price and wage controls don't work, in fact only 
aggravate the inflationary problem, and cause distortions, severe lags in 
real income, and shortages throughout the economy. One heartening sign 
of this public knowledge was the recent Canadian election, which was 
fought largely on the question of price and wage control for the severe 
Canadian inflation: the Progressive Conservatives called for price and 
wage control, while Trudeau and the Liberals countered by pointing to the 
acknowIedged failure of such controls in the U. S. The result was a 
sweeping victory for the Liberals. 

Unfortunately, the public is still ignorant of the cause of inflation: the 

expansion of the money supply by the Fed and the other central banks. 
Even some of the nation's "gold bugs", who oppose printing press paper 
money and call for a restoration of gold as money, are so ignorant of the 
processes of monetary expansion that they hold that the Fed cannot 
expand the money supply any further; hence, they are predicting a 
deflation - a fall in prices and the cost of living - at the very time when 
the inflation is accelerating dangerously. Unfortunately, now that the last 
vestiges of the gold standard are gone, the Fed has the power to create 
more money indefinitely; and so long as we continue to allow them to 
retain such power, they will continue to use it, with disastrous results. 

The important point to realize is that the banking system, and 
particularly the Federal Reserve Banks, create money out of thin air. 
They are, in short, legalized counterfeiters. The Fed does this in two 
ways: one is simply printing cash, or Federal Reserve Notes, which are 
legal tender money. But more insidious, and more significant a way in the 
modern world, is the Fed's creation out of thin air of "checkbook 
money", or "demand deposits", which are redeemable at  any time in 
cash, and which serve as "high powered money", as reserves for a six- 
fold pyramiding of "checkbook money" by the tightly controlled 
commercial banklng system. The Fed creates this "high-powered 
money" by buying any asset on the "open market", i.e. by buying an 
asset from some member of the public. In practice, these assets are 
always U. S. government securities, but they don't have to be; buying 
them is simply a greater convenience for the Fed and for government as 
a whole. It is these "open market purch8ses" that the Fed is still, a t  this 
very moment, indulging in, week after week, to pump inflationary new 
money into the economy. 

Thus, suppose that the Fed purchases a U. S. government bond now held 
by John Jones for $1000. It  gets the bond and adds it to the asset column 
on its books. Where does the Fed "get" the $1000 with which to buy the 
bond? It  gets it by creating a new $1000, in the form of a check on itself. 
John Jones can only use the check by depositing it in whatever bank he 
has an account. This adds to his money supply to the tune of $1000. But the 
important point is that his bank takes that check and deposits it  with the 
Fed, with which each commercial bank has a checking account. This adds 
$1000 to the reserves of the banking system at  the Fed, and the banks then 
can and do create new checkbook money of their own at a multipleof 6: 1, 
so that $6000 of new checkbook money, or "demand deposits", are quickly 
added to the economy. And so when the Fed buys $1 billion of government 
bonds from the public, it quickly causes the creation of $6 billion of new 

(Continued On Page 2) 
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Destutt de Tracy: Early 
French Classical Liberal 

By Leonard P. Liggio 

. . 
Department of History, City College, CUNY 

July 20 is the 220th anniversary of the birth of Destutt de Tracy (1754- 
1836), a founder of the Ideologue school and a leading laissez-faire 
economist. He was raised by his mother and his grandmother, who was 
the grand-niece of the leader of Jansenism, Arnauld. He was a disciple of 
the Encyclopedists, and especially of Voltaire whom he visited at  Ferney. 
He read and re-read the works of his hero of reason. He was elected in 
1789 a deputy to the Nobles in the Estates-General, and with the Marquis 
de Lafayette, he led the assault on feudalism and government privileges 
which marked the French Revolution. He later retired to the suburb of 
Auteuil to the house of Mme. Helvetius, which served as a center for the 
last of the eighteenth century philosophes, Condorcet and Cabanis. 
Condorcet died in prison during the Terror and Destutt de Tracy barely 
escaped execution. He returned to Mme. Helvetius' home and worked 
yith the physician Cahanis who married Charlotte de Grouchy, the sister 
of Mme. Sophie de Condoreet, widow of the philosopher, and translator of 
Adam Smith's Theory of Moral Sentiments. Mme. de Condorcet married 
the Irish general, O'Conor, and with Cabanis and Dominique Joseph 
Garat published the complete works of Condorcet, which became an 
intellectual support for the opposition to Napoleon. Along with the 
historians, Constantin Volney and Pierre Claude Daunou, and the editor, 
J.-B. Say, the Ideologues exercised a major intellectual influence during 
the period of the Directory (1795-99) and the Consulate (1799-1804). But, 
when Napoleon crowned himself emperor, he denounced the Ideologues 
as his most dangerous opponents. 

Destutt de Tracy's major work, Elements of Ideology, included in its 
section on will his analysis of political economy. The major influences on 
his psychological thought were Locke and Condillac. Destutt de Tracy 
and Dupont de Nemours were the two Frenchmen who had the longest 
association and influence on Thomas Jefferson. Jefferson translated and 
published (in 1811) Destutt de Tracy's Commentary on Montesquieu's 
Spirit of the Laws (written in 1806 but not published in France until 1817). 
One of the few works on his thought is Jean Cruet, La Philosophie Morale 
& Sociale de Destutt de Tracy (1909), from whom the following quotations 
are taken: 

"The social philosophy of Destutt de Tracy included a political part and 
an economic part. Such are very much in effect the two essential 
elements of the revolutionary ideal. The Revolution had been at the same 
time a political crisis and an economic crisis; it had been the protestation 
of the public conscience against the despotic regime; but it did on the 
other hand profoundly modify the economic regime of France. We find in 
the works of Destutt de Tracy the expression of this double tendency. 

"One has often said that the great merit of the Revolution was to have 
founded its political ideal on a perfect knowledge of human nature. It had 
taken men as they are and not as they ought to be. It  allowed a free field 
to human egoism. In giving as a foundation to his social philosophy a 
psychological study of men, Destutt de Tracy rested in the revolutionary 
tradition." (pp. 40-41) 

"Finally the political philosophy of Destutt de Tracy is an individualist 
philosophy. For the French Revolution had been - one cannot doubt it - 
unreservedly individualist. Destutt de Tracy had defended individual 
property, condemned the intervention of the State in the affairs of 
individuals, and declared on several occasions that communism was a 
"utopia" or an "aberration." The economic system of competition, of 
freedom of labor, of wages, and of heredity, appeared to him the strong 
support of the political ideal of the Revolution . . . The socialists and the 
republicans (Liberals) have, to our conception, the same political ideal 
founded on different economic principles. Is that not the secret of their 
conflicts, and also of their union against the parties of the Old Regime 
(conservatives)?" (pp. 165-66). 

"The economic theories of Destutt de Tracy are today still those of the 
republican liberal party. Destutt de Tracy rejected, as  equally contrary 
to the intimate nature of man, the Christian concept and the Communist 
concept of society. Destutt de Tracy is a utilitarian and an individualist: 
with that double title he is the type of republican without epithet. After 

having read the Elements of Ideology, one understands better the 
"Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen" (1789), a t  once in 
its political part and in its economic part." (p. 100) 

"From the faculty of feeling and the faculty of willing is born the idea 
of personality; from the idea of personality is borrrin its turn the idea of 
property. Property has its origin in a natural and necessary fact. 
Property was a fact, it does not depend on us to make it that or not to 
make it that . . . There is a fundamental property, anterior and superior 
to all institutions. In other terms, for Destutt de Tracy, the foundation of 
property is the psychological order. Man is born property-owner." (pp. 
52-53) 

Destutt de Tracy considered governmen! to be sterile a t  best, but 
generally a source of exploitation. He organized the deposition of 
Napoleon in 1814 (as he had sought to do for ten years) and was a source 
of support for public and secret opposition to the succeeding 
governments. U 

New Forum Policy 
1. Bargain! 

As the American and world-wide inflation sweeps along, the Lib. 
Forum hereby makes its contribution to the fight against inflation by 
lowering its price! Where else can you find such a policy? Specifically, 
we are now offering our readers the following bargain: if you subscribe to 
the F O N ~  for two years, you pay only $15.00! The one-year price remains 
the same. 

2. Computerizing. 
Keeping in swing with the modem world, we have just computerized 

our mailinas. 'This means that we will ho~efullv be more efficient in the " 

future. ~ o i e v e r ,  all things have their price, and, if past history is a 
guide, we will probably be less efficient for a brief transition period, 
while the bugs are being ironed out. If you suddenly find that you have 
been unaccountably dropped from the list, please let us know. 

One important point: in keeping with our sister major magazines, we 
will no longer be able to cope rapidly with changes of address. It  will take 
us from 6 to 8 weeks to put a change of address into effect. Also, it will 
help a great deal when you send in a change of address, to send in also the 
address label from y y r  current copy of the Forum; the label contains 
your subscription number, and will help us in processing the change. 
Thanks a lot. 10 

World-Wide Inflation - 
(Continued From Page 1) 

- - 

checkbook money in the economy, which adds fuel to the inflation. 
The first necessary step to stopping the inflation is, then, simplicity 

itself, once we penetrate to the arcane processes of how the money supply 
expands: a command to the Fed to stop, forevermore, any purchases of 
assets; better yet, would be to gain credibility by forcing the Fed tosell 
some of its assets and thereby contract the swollen supply of checkbook 
money. Of course, longer-run measures would also be vital: including the 
separation of money and banking from the State bya-return to the gold 
standard at  a realistic gold "price", and the abolition of the Federal 
Reserve System. But the first step would be a permanent command to the 
Fed to stop! its inflationary process. And the Fed will, of course, never do 
this unless it is compelled by mass public pressure from below. And to do 
that we need a massive public education in the cause of the inflationary 
disaster. Furthermore, similar publ'i pressure on the other central banks 
of the world is also vitally necessary. D 
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Conservative Myths j In History 
LEFTISM: FROM DE SADE AND MARX TO HITLER AND MARCUSE, 
by Erik von Kuehnelt-Leddihn (New Rochelle, N. Y.: Arlington House, 
1974), 653 pp., $12.95. 

reviewed by Ralph Raico 
Department of History 

State University College at Buffalo 

An important part of the process of transforming the American right 
into an imitation of old-line Euro~ean conservatism (a transformation 
which Murray Rothbard in particular has described very well in a 
number of places) has been the seeping into American rightist thinking of 
the philosophy of history that sees the germs of modern "decay" and 
"chaos" in the various critical movements of the past few centuries, 
especially the Enlightenment, but going back even to the Reformation 
and, beyond that, to certain medieval "heresies." All modern ideologies 
are seen as anti-theologies, and God forbid that any significant historical 
change should be interpreted as  the result of earthly, economic interests. 
The incorporation of elements of this Weltanschauung has given current 
American conservatism an air of profundity, old-world wisdom and 
downright "class" which is the main product retailed, for instance, by 
the "Intercollegiate Studies Institute" and by Modern Age, as well as by 
National Review in its more "philosophical" moments. When carried 
through by a genuine scholar like Eric Voegelin, this approach has a 
certain interest. The present work is an example of the approach at  its 
very worst. So, with an eye to the possible impact of Leftism in 
reinforcing a fundamentally reactionary and anti-libertarian 
interpretation of the course of modern history among American rightists, 
I beg the reader's indulgence to venture a lengthy and what could be 
termed spirited attempt at nipping that impact in the bud. 

A comment is in order concerning Kuehnelt-Leddihn's scholarliness: 
there is no doubt in my mind that the greater part of his reknown within 
the American right is due to the circumstance that (as he says of himself 
in the Preface) he reads twenty languages and speaks eight. This, and the 
fact that he travels to interesting places, rather than his mediocre and 
derivative books or his remarkably uninformative column in National 
Review on continental affairs, account, I think, for what reputation he 
has in this country. Now, Leftism is filled with close to two hundred pages 
of back-of-the-book notes, demonstrating his knowledge of languages and 
his wide reading, and these are evident also in the text. (Some of the 
apercus that are supposed to be the fruit of this rich learning, though, I 
find ridiculous: to the pensee, for instance, that "socialism and the 
Jewish mind do not easily mix," my reaction would be: Someone ought to 
tell them about it! ) But the quality of K-L's thought is so low, his power of 
reasoning so dim, that the rest just does not matter very much. Take a 
look at  this try at linguistic fireworks, a t  the beginning of the chapter on 
"Right and Left": 

Right and left have been used in Western civilization from 
times immemorial with certain meanings: right (German 
rechts) had a positive, left a negative connotation. 111 all 
European languages (including the Slavic idioms and 
Hungarian) right is connected with "right" (ius), rightly, 
rightful, in German gerecht (just), the Russian pravo 
(law), pravda (truth), whereas in French gauche also 
means "awkward, clumsy," (in Bulgar: levitsharstvo). The 
Italian sinistro can mean left, unfortunate or calamitous. 
.The English sinister can mean left or dark. The Hungarian 
word for "right" is jobb which also means "better," while 
ha1 (left) is used in composite nouns in a negative sense: 
balsors is misfortune. 

How this stuff is conceivably connected with the political terms "left" 
and "right" -which stem from the accident that radicals were seated to 
the left in the French National Assembly of 1789 and reactionaries to the 
right - will perhaps be made clear to us in the hereafter, when we no 
longer see as through a glass darkly. Meanwhile, I submit that we have 
here to do with an author whose sense of judgment is fundamentally 
spoiled and who is not above trying to show off (as another example of his 
corrupt judgment, there is the fact that he mentions Tom Paine four 

times in the book, never discussing his political ideas, but twice 
mentioning that he was the hero of a play by a certain Nazi playwright 
named Hanns Johst). All in all, I cannot recall ever coming across a case 
such as  K-L's, where a scholarly apparatus of similar magnitude was put 
to the service of such a low-grade intellectual effort. A few preliminary 
examples: the author is discussing the criminal code of the Soviet Union; 
he suggests that the very existence of punishment there contradicts the 
regime's official philosophy: "since materialism rejects the notion of 
free will, why should there be punishment for anything?" This is all he 
says on the subject, so we are left to wonder: What does it profit a writer 
on social questions to read twenty languages and yet never to have heard 
of the deterrentist theory of punishment? In another place, K-L advances 
the claims of the neo-liberals, like Roepke, as  against older liberals such 
as Mises, stating that the former "admitted curbs on mammothism and 
colossalism to preserve competition. They thought that the state had a 
right and then a duty to correct possible abuses of economic freedom - 
just as we give a mature person a driving license and the right to travel 
wherever he wants but still make him submit to traffic laws." With 
grade-school stuff like this, just whom does K-L think he is writing for? 
Moreover, there are little gaps in his reading which tend to disqualify him 
from writing on the subjects he does: note fifty-two on page 482 shows 
that he probably has not even heard of the Clapham-Ashton-Hartwell 
view on the effects of the Industrial Revolution on the British working- 
class or a t  least certainly has no idea of its significance. 

K-L's languages and life of reading allow him to make disdainful 
comments (justifiable, I suppose) about all kinds of ignorant, man-in-the- 
street Americans (it's part of his indictment of democracy, you see) ; but, 
judged by the standards of the better sort of academic thinking prevalent 
here, he doesn't begin to qualify as a serious intellectual. 

In coming to grips with Leftism, we can leave aside the completely 
superficial discussions of key concepts in social thought, such as 
"liberty," "equality," "democracy," etc., contained in the first few 
sections; the book is clearly no treatise on political philosophy. We ought 
to note, however, K-L's petty sniping at  such "leftist" concepts as 
equality before the law - as well as his sneaky rationalizations, sprinkle3 
through the book, of such oppressive institutions as European serfdom 
and even Negro slavery ("In many cases the blacks could have been 
grateful to have ended as  house slaves in Virginia rather than as human 
sacrifices in bloodcurdling ceremonies such as the Zenanyana, the 'Evil 
Night' in Dahomey"). And in his continuing attack on democracy, 
childish touches are not lacking: rape is referred to as "sexual 
democracy" and cannibalism as "nutritional democracy" (why not 
"aristocracy"?). On this level of analysis of concepts, however, his 
definitions of "right" and "left" deserve some examination, since they 
help determine the structure of the book. I t  is here that the mishmash 
begins in earnest. 

How, the reader might wonder, does Hitler wind up on the left? The 
answer is simple: everything evil is identified yi& the left in K-L's mind, 
just as everything good is identified with the right. Get these as unbiased 
definitions, meant to help us organize modern political ideas and 
developments: "The right stands for liberty, a free, unprejudiced form of 
thinking, a readiness to preserve traditional values (provided they are 
true values), a balanced view of the nature of man . . . but the left is the 
advocate of the opposite principles." So that Hitler - even if he hadn't 
been a believer in democracy (K-L's interpretation) was necessarily a 
leftist. All methods of political repression are leftist, according to our 
author - for instance, censorship (hasn't K-L ever heard of the Index of 
Probited Books? - or was this a "leftist" element in the Church of the 
Counter-Reformation?). For this reason, he claims that even 

(Continued On Page 4) 
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Conservative Myths - 
(Continued From Page 3) 

Metternich's system was partially leftist: "it assumed authoritarian 
features and aspects which must be called leftist, as for instance the 
elaborate police system based on espionage, informers, censorship and 
controls in every direction." My own scholarship is, alas, quite modest; 
but even I have come across the fact that, among the penalties imposed 
on the Arians at the Council of Nicaea (325 A.D.) was that all copies of 
Arius's books had to be surrendered under pain of death; so that the 
history of the thin hand of the Church guiding the strong arm of the State 
m smashing heretics and intellectual deviants goes back at  least as far as 
that. Informers were used by the various Inquisitions, of course, and part 
of the instroment of recantation which Galileo was forced to sign under 
threat of torture compelled him to inform on other Copernicans. 
(Naturally, the ecclesiastical powers have not been able to do much along 
these lines in more recent centuries, but then it has been a long while 
slnce the world belonged to them.) Guess for yourself the value and 
integr~ty of a work that starts with this fundamental distinction: "If we 
identify, in a rough way, the right with freedom, personality, and variety, 
and the left with slavery, collectivism, and uniformity, we are employing 
semantics that make sense." Thus, the implication is that a sensible 
terminology would classify the Roinanovs as leftists; and Jefferson and 
Pame, who are termed "mild leftists," would have to be moderate 
supporters of collectivism. 

The heart (and bulk) of this much too long book is constituted of a 
history - a history of "leftist" ideas in the modern period and of their 
working out in political developments. K-L's presentation of key episodes 
in th~s  continuing story is completely tendentious and largely worthless. 
To take one example in connection with early modern history: he cites 
the Anabaptist excesses at  Muenster, but not the preceding attempts by 
both Lutherans and Catholics to annihilate, by the most brutal methods 
imaginable, peaceful Anabaptists who asked only for the right to ignore 
the State. His chapter on the French Revolution is a joke. He finds 
h~mself able to discuss the taking of the Bastille (and to conclude that the 
Marquis de Sade inspired the whole incident, as well as the brutality that 
accompanied it), without any reference to the fact that the activity in 
Paris was a response to a military coup put afoot by the Court. He 
describes in absurd detail varlous horrors committed during the Reign of 
Terror, but does not even mention the war going on at the time against 
most of Europe, nor does he inform the reader that the French perhaps 
had cause for panic in the circumstance that the King and Queen had 
betrayed them to an enemy who had publicly threatened to give the city 
of Paris over to military execution. Very significant is that K-L 
scrupulously ignores the rather well-known thesis of Tocqueville, that the 
Revolution (and Napoleon) basically simply continued the statist and 
centralizing tendencies of the monarchy: this is an interpretation which 
he, with his uncritical adulalion of European monarchism and his hatred 
of the great Revolution of 1789 (a hatred which is nothing but Taine shorn 
of every shred of intelligence, or, better, Gaxotte shorn of all esprit and 
style), could not afford to consider. 

The lengthy descriptions of leftist atrocities is a favorite pastime of K- 
L's in this book. Meanwhile, massacres committed under the auspices of 
monarchy, imperialism, rightist regimes or especially his own Church 
are either sloughed off with an adjective such as "harsh" or consigned to 
utter oblivion. Thus, we look in vain for gory details when it is a question 
of the expulsion of the Spanish Jews in 1492, the activities of Franco's 
Moorish troops during the Civil War, or the atrocities of Leopold 11's 
agents in the Congo (K-L foolishly talks about the Congo's brutal 
exploitation by "private companies" -trying slyly to shift the debit from 
the side of imperialism and monarchism to the side of capitalism, by 
passing over the fact that these "private companies" were set up and 
largely owned by the King of the Belgians). As for any number of rivers 
of blood shed by the political and religious powers legitimized through 
tradition or by regimes defending the status quo there is not a word: not a 
word, for example, of what the Crusaders did when they captured 
Jerusalem in 1099, of what those who responded to Innocent 111's call did 
to the Albigensians, of what French Catholics did to the Huguenots on St. 
Bartholomew's Day, of what the Versailles soldiers did to the 
Communards in 1871 (they killed about twice as many people as were 
killed during the Re~gn of Terror). Since K-L is into dwelling on the 
interesting little physiological facets of political 1-illings, he might have 

shared with his readers an example or two of how the kings of Europe for 
centuries put to death those they judged to be felons. A very good 
example would be Damiens, executed in 1759 for attempting to 
assassinate Louis XV. (The description is in Iwan Bloch's biography of de 
Sade, which K-L cites.) It  is possible that no other human being in the 
history of our race ever suffered as much in one day as did Damiens. 

The snide remarks K-L permits himself in regard to leftists are totally 
inexcusable and shameful. "Demolition," he asserts, "delights all 
leftists, fills them with diabolic glee" (including Kautsky, Bernstein and 
Jean Jaures? - or were these perhaps men of the right?). He refers to 
"the great leftist delight, i.e., the defiling of cemeteries" (look - I 
personally know two or three leftists who, I am morally certain, do not 
delight in defiling cemeteries!). This garbage is repeated again and 
again: "One should never forget: Sadism is the outstanding 
characteristic of the entire left." He terms FDR "nearly insane" and 
says that "he could not be held morally responsible for many of his 
utterances and actions" (but the most he says about Hitler along these 
silly psychiatric lines is that he was "neurotic"). He piggishly calls 
American student demonstrators "screaming and shouting bearded 
spooks." For the following, the reader (unless he or she has a copy of the 
book handy) must take my word that it appears in Leftism: "Nicolas 
Calas exhorted leftists with the words, 'Comrades, be cruel!' Hitler 
followed the call. Not in vain have we been told by Charles Fourier, 
grandfather of socialism, in his Theorie de l'unite universelle: 'The office 
of the butcher is held in high esteem in Harmony.' " Just take in for a 
moment this thoroughly dishonest juxtaposition of statements! K-L is 
obviously making a desperate gamble on the ignorance of his readers, on 
their not being aware of what is probably the single best known of 
Fourier's ideas: namely, that he wanted to make all socially-necessary 
work enjoyable; one method was through raising the social esteem of 
indispensable but dirty jobs, such as the butcher's. To use this concept of 
Fourier's in order to associate him somehow with political atrocities and 
Hitler is really as simple and direct a case of intellectual knavery as I 
have ever seen in print in my lifetime. 

The section on Marx is filled with all sorts of personal nonsense about 
the great socialist. K-L writes of Marx's "mad ambitions" as a young 
man, i.e., to make a name for himself as a poet (surely, every young man 
who had ideas of that kind must be mentally unbalanced! ), and states 
that: "The non-fulfillment of his (artistic) dreams made him a 
revolutionary, and here we have a strong analogy with Hitler." (Really, 
instead of irrelevantly footnoting articles in Hungarian in Munich 
reviews on the non-existence of serfdom in medieval Hungary, such an 
assertion as this one might be thought to require some substantiation - 
but none is furnished.) We have petty shots: "There is no doubt that 
Marx, initially at  least, loved his wife and daughters dearly . . ." 
(emphasis added), as well as large-scale silliness: "the dominant 
characteristic of Marx: self-hatred" (actually, his dominant 
characteristic was rebellion). K-L's plain lack of intelligence comes out 
in his comment on Engels in his relationship to Marx: "This wealthy 
manufacturer from the Ruhr Valley also had sufficient funds to support 
the penurious cofounder of international socialism and communism. 
Lenin's 'useful idiots' thus existed long before Lenin." Just what is this 
supposed to mean? The words say that Engels was a dupe, a kind of 1940's 
Hollywood-type, maybe like Edward G .  Robinson or John Garfield - but 
such an interpretation of Friedrich Engels' rble in the history of 
socialism would be . . . incorrect. 

What to say about K-L's treatment of classical liberalism? Well, first of I I 
all, there are incomprehensible stupidities: he thinks that the Manchester I 
School was contemporaneous with Adam Smith, and he lists Bismarck 
(and Mazzini) as an "Old Liberal" along with Gladstone, Cobden (who 
evidently did not belong to the Manchester School) and Mises! Then, to 
smear German liberalism, he takes the National Liberals to be 
representative of it, never mentioning the truly liberal Freisinnige Partei 
and its great leader, Eugen Richter: the difference is that, where the 
former supported the laws against the socialists and Catholics, and 
protectionism, imperialism and militarism, the latter opposed these. 
Whatever K-L's forte is, it is not analytical thought, so that it would not 
be worth our while to enter into an examination of his ideas as to the 
evolution of liberalism through various phases. As an anti-totalitarian 
Christian conservative, what he is trying to prove, of course (so what else 
is new?), is that classical liberalism somehow set the stage for 
totalitarianism and statism, in Germany and elsewhere. But, to prove 

(Continued On Page 5) 
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Comment On The CLA 
By Lynn Kinsky 

I was just reading the April 1974 Forum and would like to take issue 
with your critique of the CLA. It  would appear to me that you are falling 
into the same factionalist "bag" that Konkin and others are into, by 
insisting that there is one route to social change and one party line and we 
can3t have a moVa-fIent unless we're all doing the same thing. (For what 
it's worth I think such insistence on conformity is a major cause of the 
FLP'S problems.) 

In fact, American society is not a unity - it is composed of numerous 
sub-cultures, even within the middle class, which is hardly the only class 
(if one can define classes with any precision in the first place). As I see it 
one of the real strengths of the Southern California libertarian movement 
is that it implicitly realizes or takes into account this cultural pluralism. 
m e  question is not should we ally with the straights or with the freaks 
this year (which often seems to be the way you New Yorkers operate) but 
rather who feels most competent and comfortable working with which 
sector. People who are science fiction fans can work at  bringing 
libertarianism to science fiction types (who have already been softened 
up by writers such as Heinlein and Anderson). Libertarians who are 
nudists can work with local free-beach groups to expand that area of civil 
liberties. Other libertarians can work with nuclear power plant opponents 
to work for the repeal of the very evil Price-Anderson Act; others can 
work for the repeal of laws discriminating against women, blacks, gays. 
People who are into conventional political action can do that, and can 
work with one or several parties depending on their evaluation of the 
situation. Meanwhile, people who are down on political action can get 
involved in the League of Non-Voters or some other group - I doubt if 
they ever change anyone's mind about voting or not (most elections are 
doing good if 30% of the eligible citizens vote) but they do provide a 
rationale for people's not voting that delegitimizes government in those 

people's minds. People who are into changing society by creating 
alternative institutions should try their hand at  that. What it comes down 
to is that each person's interests and talents are different and it makes 
sense for them to advance libertarianism the best way they can - I think 
in business it's called division of labor and diversified marketing. 

(All of this is not to say that I think every method is equally effective - 
I've got my favorites and am doing graduate work in sociology 
specifically to expand my knowledge of social reality and the means of 
affecting it.) 

On the specific issue of the CLA - I really don't see where it's a case of 
that or the Lib Party (in fact the CLA doesn't even see it that way - they 
support LP candidates Susel, Taylor, Bergland, (and Jindrich) for P F P  
write-ins on the primary). The election coming up is a primary - with 
Keathley trying to get the Peace and Freedom nomination. It  isn't a case 
of supporting her or Hospers - the Libertarian Party, since it isn't on the 
ballot (but PFP is) isn't involved in the June 4 election at  all except for 
Jindrich in a non-partisan race. If by some chance Keathley gets the 
nomination then we're in the position of having a libertarian on the ballot 
(Keathley) and another as a write-in (Hospers) in November. Sure, then 
there's a problem of who to push for and vote for but to my mind it isn't 
insurmountable - I expect I would push Keathley among my friends over 
at school (who are mainly young Marxists and who would find Hospers 
hopelessly bourgeois) and Hospers among the rest of the people I know 
(who would consider Keathley too radical). As to my vote (and that of 
other movement libertarians) I would probably advocate writing in 
Hospers on the grounds that neither of them will win and so the votes 
should be used for the purpose of trying to get the LP qualified to be on 
the ballot in future elections. 

(Continued On Page 6 )  

Conservative Myths - 
(Continued From Page 4) 

anything, one must deal with coherent propositions. Now, K-L says that: 
"it is not surprising that old liberalism became illiberal. If one is 
solemnly convinced that all strong stands, all firm affirmations, all 
orthodoxy, all absolutes in thought are evil . . ." etc., etc. But he himself 
lists Mises and Gladstone (and one would suppose he would include 
writers like Spencer and de Molinari) as Old Liberals. Did these men not 
take strong stands, not make firm affirmations? What value as historical 
interpretation could we expect to find contained in such a collection of 
absurdities, distortions and self-contradictions as this? 

The prime example of the bitter fruits of liberalism and "leftism" is, 
naturally, Nazism. It  came into heing because the Germans "divorced 
themselves from religion and willfully turned their backs on great 
traditions." The old conservative song-and-dance. Yet what ,evidence is 
there that the majority of Germans who voted for the Nazis were not 
sincere Christians? K-L correctly points out that part of the Nazi vote 
came from voters who had previously supported the "liberal" parties 
(such as they were in Germany by then); but why not mention that the 
Enabling Act of March, 1933, the basis for the Nazi consolidation of 
power, was supported by the Catholic Center Party in the Reichstag? At 
times, Catholicism did offer some resistance to the Nazis, and deserves 
credit for it. On the other hand, there were instances such as the 
proclamation issued by Cardinal Imitzer of Vienna, speaking for the 
bishops of Austria, which celebrated the "extraordinary 
accomplishments of National Socialism in the sphere of voelkisch and 
economic reconstruction as well as social policy." This was in 1938. 
Naturally, the complexity of this cluster of problems is not something 
that K-L could be expected to do justice to. More generally, as a brief 
response to this line of consenrative interpretation, we would have to say: 
the maintenance of Christian faith cannot be the key to solving the 
problem of how to have a humane world, since Christian faith has 
historically been compatible with every manner of swinishness 

perpetrated on human beings, especially before humanism came to 
temper religious fanaticism and liberalism to limit its possib~lities for 
doing harm. In any case, it is not for a member of that Church to lay the 
blame for massive diabolical mistreatment of human beings at the door 
of "leftism," agnosticism and liberalism. 

Although they do nothing to redress the balance, there are a few good 
points to be noted in Leftism: K-L has an attractive curiosity about and 
love of certain kinds of facts - facts about persons, places, tribes and 
nations and their traditions, and so on. Many of his judgments and values 
are commendable: he is a strong revisionist on the Paris Settlement of 
1919; dislikes Wilson, Roosevelt and Churchill heartily; hates Eleanbr 
(although he overestimates her importance) ; has contempt for American 
left-liberals and fellow-travellers; realizes that the war criminals of 
World War II included those who caused the ovens to be lit not only at 
Auschwitz and Dachau, but also in downtown Hamburg and Tokyo, in 
Dresden and Hiroshima. The author passes some friendly comments on 
anarchism and admits that he would not be reluctant to call himself a 
"Christian Conservative Anarchist" (but what could this amount to if he 
is, for example, a lover of the Franco regime? Probably not much more 
than a relish in "variety"). Occasionally, the quality of his thinking 
passes muster: Chapter 20, for instance, on some of the dilemmas 
historically faced by European conservative thought, is decent enough. 
But this is all in all as bad a book as has come to my notice in many years; 
and I believe I have given adequate grounds for this judgment. If the 
reader thinks I have been too "harsh" on K-L, let him or her recall his 
slanders, explicit and implied, on hundreds of thousands of socialist men 
and women, the class of people for whose intelligence and good intentions 
Hayek had enough respect to dedicate to them his Road to Serfdom. 

In the minds of many of those who keep up with Buckley's magazine 
and with the American conservative movement, there is, I think, the 
sense that writers like Russell Kirk and Kuehnelt-Leddihn are being 
presented as the conservative counterparts of libertarians like Mises and 
Hayek; the former are their big guns and deep scholars, some attempt at 
an answer to the obvious excellence of the latter. ActualIy, as 
symbolizing the relative intellectual power behind the two movements, 
this notion seems to me entirely correct. 01 
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The Prophetic Vision Of Hilaire Belloc 
by John P. McCarthy -Department of History, Fordham University 

Late lath, 19th, and early 20th century European thinkers are generally 
categorized as rightist or leftist; conservative or liberal. The left stressed 
human reason which formulated universal principles applicable to all 
men. The foremost of these was the value and priority of the individual. 
?cia1 organizations, whether states, businesses, guilds, or fraternal 
goups, existed to serve the individual. The right, on the other hand, in 
reaction to the revolutions that grew from the application of leftist 
principles, deemphasized human rationality. In its place they stressed 
custom and tradition, which naturally varied greatly from place to place; 
hence, an abandonment of universality. The exaltation of localism 
prompted a subordination of the individual to the group, which was both 
the source and the product of custom. The individual was seen as being 
able to attain his full humanity only as part of the group. The extremes to 
which leftist and rightist thought could run were obviously anarchism on 
one side and nationalist totalitarianism on the other. 

However, in the greater part of the 20th century, the prevailing pattern 
of politics in the West has not fitted either category. Instead, the left has 
accepted rightist social organicism as a rationale for social welfare 
programs and a controlled economy, while the established right has 
accepted leftist socio-economic reforms in return for the maintenance of 
power. Two successful 20th century political figures who personified this 
right-left amalgam were David Lloyd George, a one-time radical, Welsh 
nationalist, and anti-imperialist, who helped introduce the social welfare 
state to Britain and then went on to preside over a predominately Tory- 
Imperialist cabinet during World War One; and the American patrician, 
Fpanklin Delano Roosevelt, who also fostered the social welfare state and 
commanded the nation in a global war. These modern Caesars came from 
ipposite sides of the tracks socially, yet their programs-social welfare, 
'controlled economy, and mass total war - completed the congealing of 
the modern state without revolution or the usurpation of an incumbent 
establishment. Significantly, both men transformed their own political 
parties away from their old liberal or individualist heritage (that is 
Gladstonian Liberalism in Britain and Jeffersonian Democracy in the 
United States). 

A perceptive and prophetic observer of the pattern of Western political 

Comment On The CLA - 
(Continued From Page 5 )  

And as to whether Keathley, Timko, etc should be in P F P  in the first 
place - I expect it's the one political party they can feel comfortable in, 
as long as they can feel they're at  all effective (and Timko has gotten 
coverage for libertarianism in media that the LP could never penetrate), 
since the other parties (including the LP) are made up of people with 
pretty conventional life-styles. I realize you see this as an indictment 
against Keathley et. al. - but I don't see where the moral superiority of 
alcohol over pot, stockings and heels vs. blue jeans, bras vs. no-bra, 
sellirig hareware vs. selling incense, e tc  has been established. To me it's 
simply a matter of personal preference and goals, and I don't think I'm 
alone --*freak vs. straight just doesn't seem to be an issue among SoCal 
libertarians. 

The Editor Replies: 
I, too, am all in favor of diversity. If there are, for example, any 

libertarians involved in the flourishing "backgammon movement", let 
them by all means agitate among their backgammon colleagues, perhaps 
also showing (if true) that taxes and tariffs raise the price of 
backgammon boards. My quarrel with the Keathley forces is not so much 
their counter-cultural life-style, but, as Ms. Kinsky seems to concede, the 
fact that they make their political choices on the basis of which cultural 
political party "they can feel comfortable in". It seems to me that 
choosing lifestyles over ideology is a damaging indictment of the CLA 
forces. 

It is true that. since Ms. Kinsky wrote her letter, the Keathley ticket 
swept to victory in the June PFP primary, and is therefore on the ballot 
in November. On the national scene, however, the P F P  remains at  a 
hopeless dead end, and therefore this applies to the state level as  wel1.a 

development in the 20th century was the English Catholic publicist, 
Hilaire Belloc (1870-1953). Today, unfortunately, he is either forgotten, 
appreciated only as a poet, or inaccurately dismissed as a rightist, neo- 
medievalist romantic. This has been a consequence either of antipathy to 
some of his attitudes, such as his anti-Semitism and his Catholic 
apologetics, or a failure to understand, or more likely, to read his 
political and social writings. Actually, going by the right-left categories 
we mentioned, Belloc, because of his rationalism, his commitment to 
universal principles, and his individualism, would very definitely belong 
with the left. 

His ancestry, especially on his mother's side, would almost by itself 
give him radical credentials. A great, great, grandfather was Joseph 
Priestly, the philosopher-scientist whose library was burned by a Tory 
mob in Birmmingham because of his support for the French Revolution. 
His grandfather was Joseph Parkes, the radical political agent and 
associate of James Mill and Francis Place who in 1832ssought to further 
the chances for the Reform Bill by threatening to format a revolution if it 
would not be passed. His mother, Bessie Rayner Parkes, was a feminist 
and a Unitarian-turned-Catholic. His French father's family were 
republicans, and a great grandfather was an Irish Protestant exile who 
had served as a colonel in the Napoleonic armies. 

Politically Belloc was a radical-liberal of the Bright-Cobden variety 
who regarded the key villain in British society to be the landed 
establishment - the beneficiary of state protection, perpetuation, and 
privilege. That class had ruled England since its triumph over the 
monarchy in the 17th century Civil War and the Glorious Revolution. The 
standard "Whig History" of England saw this gentry and their climb to 
power as the key to British liberty because it meant parliamentarianism 
and the rule of law. But a radical like Belloc saw instead a privileged 
oligarchy ruling at the expense of the masses. Belloc's Catholic 
historiography reinforced his radical hostility for the landed 
establishment when it is recalled that the landed class got its great leap 
forward by purchasing at bargain rates the monastic lands seized by 
Henry VIII in the 16th century as part of the break with the Church of 
Rome. 

Belloc sought to specify the central principles of his radicalism in one 
of his first published works, a contribution to a collection entitled Essays 
in Liberalism. He claimed that the central aim in the liberal tradition had 
and ought to be "the representation of individuals rather than corporate 
bodies, ranks, or interests."' Therefore, radical liberalism sought to tear 
down privilege and to create an open society. Victories in this cause had 
been the abolition of rotten boroughs, religious disestablishment, free 
trade, expansion of the franchise, a meritorious rather than elitist public 
service, and freedom of press and political association. 

In the 1890's, however, when Belloc was a student at Balliol College, 
Oxford, a "New Liberalism" was becoming fashionable. The new 
liberalism, which Belloc opposed, derided the "negativism" of the older 
liberalism - especially its preoccupation with government retrenchment 
and free trade. The new attitude drew inspiration from the neo- 
Hegelianism of the Oxford philosopher, T. H. seen, which radically 
departed from the empirical and individualist spirit of English philosophy 
by idealizing the state as man's educator and guardian, as well as being 
the agency for human fulfillment. As a result many liberal political 

(Continued On Page 7)  
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A seminar in World War  I 1  and Cold War Revisionism 
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Hilaire Belloc - 
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figures, like the Earl of Rosebery, H. H. Asquith, and Edward Grey 
called for the party to champion bold new state programs designed to 
improve the quality of life and civilization. Significantly, the same 
figures were calling for Liberals to take up the imperialist banner being 
so successfully exploited by the Conservatives and to drop the anti- 
imperialism or Little Ecglandism which had been a central radical 
attitude. 

At the same time the Conservatives, in keeping with their traditional 
paternalistic rhetoric, could easily endorse a more active state that could 
be pictured as a domestic version of the civilizing mission undertaken in 
the overseas empire. To complete the circle, the Fabian Socialists, a t  
heart elitists, were convinced that their hopes of reorganizing society and 
eliminating human idiosyncrasies and ignorance, could best be attained, 
not by mass political action, but by working through the existing 
establishments of both parties, Conservatives and Liberals. Significantly, 
many Fabians, like G. B. Shaw, endorsed the Boer War because the 
expansion of the more advanced British Empire over the primitively 
conservative Boers was seen as a civilizing step similar to the promotion 
of universal education. Consequently, there was developing a national 
consensus for strong imperialist policies abroad and extensive state 
control and regulation at  home. Some called the consensus "National 
Efficiency," others labeled it "Social Imperialism." Many in both parties 
endorsed it as a means of putting aside the "dated" struggles over 
franchise extension, free trade, removal of privileges, and religious 
disestablishment. A fictional blueprint for the consensus was the political 
novel of the sometime Fabian and perennial utopian, H. G.  Wells, entitled 
The New Machiavelli. Significantly, the science of politics seemed to be 
prevailing over political principle. 

Belloc has to be understood as an opponent of this spirit. After finishing 
at Oxford, he soon made a name for himself as a satirical poet and 
novelist (in addition to writing laudatory biographies of Robespierre and 
Danton). Examples of his literary efforts include Lambkin's Remains, a 
satirical assault on the academic neo-Hegelians that is a tribute to an 
imaginary don whose philosophical theories were considerd valid 
because they were "admitted by all European philosphers in Germany"l; 
"The Modern Traveller," a mock Kiplingesque poetical account of 
imperialist exploits by a journalist from "The Daily Menace," 
accompanied by "Commander Henry Sin," a mercenary adventurer, and 
"William Blood," a swindler3; and Emmanuel Burden, a novel in which 
the hero is an honest radical entrepreneur who made his fortune by 
production, not speculation nor state subsidization, and who combats a 
fraudulent imperialist commercial venture undertaken by bankrupt 
aristocrats, Jewish speculators, bankers, and journalist glorifiers of 
Empire.' 

Belloc was especially annoyed at  the Germanophilia that was strong in 
certain quarters in late Victorian England. The Germans were pictured 
as the pace setters for that type of modern efficient administrative state 
that ought to be emulated by inefficient and laissez-faire English society. 
It  was argued that unless England did so and abandoned her 
"doctrinaire" anti-statism, she would fall behind in the international race 
(for what? ). Are there not certain parallels in the fashionable attitudes in 
post-Sputnik America vis a vis the Soviet Union? 

In 1906 Belloc was elected to parliament in a freakish overwhelming 
Liberal victory that was partly caused by a split in Conservative ranks 
following Joseph Chamberlain's protectionist proposals. Entering 
parliament with a radical democratic naivete, he expected such an 
electoral mandate to be followed by the implementation of radical liberal 
programs. However, it was asking a little too much to expect a radical, 
anti-imperialist, government-retrenchment program from a ministry 
which included such Liberal Imperialists as Asquith, Grey, and Haldane, 
not to mention the political wizard (if not moralist) Lloyd George and the 
temporarily former Tory, Winston Churchill. 

Belloc became so disillusioned that he left parliament in 1910. He had 
become convinced that the party struggle in parliament was really a 
sham battle between the two front benches who were the two teams into 
whom "the governing group is divided arbitrarily . . ., each of which is, by 
mutual understanding, entitled to its turn of office and emolument." They 
raise periodically "a number of unreal issues, defined neither by the 
people nor by the Parliament, . . . to give a semblance of reality to their 
empty competition." In reality, the front benches were identical in 

outlook and interest, and were beholden to pretty much the same 
financial backers. The rank and file MP's, supposedly the spokesman of 
the electorate, were in reality only pawns in the game.5 

Perhaps the thesis presented by Belloc and Cecil Chesterton in their 
book, The Party System, as well as in the weekly journal they edited, The 
Eye-Witness, was a bit overdrawn. Yet there is no doubt that Britain and 
the rest of the Western World was moving into the age of highly 
disciplined political parties and dominance of the executive over 
legislatures. The expanded activities of the state aiso weakened 
legislatures. For one thing the enabling legislation for the new programs 
gave great arbitrary power to the executives. Furthermore, that 
legislation was usually drafted by administrative experts and, because 
there was so much of it, there was little time for the calm and deliberate 
discussion of its value (or for supervision of its administration) by 
legislatures. Paradoxically, the independent MP of the type Belloc 
idealized, who would be responsible only to his constituents, seemed to 
have disappeared with the commencement of democrary. Democratic 
electorates tend to think primarily in terms of parties or leaders rather 
than local representatives. Hence, the latter are subordinated to the 
former, especially in matters of financing national campaigns and 
determining political platforms. 

In 1911, a year after he left parliament, Belloc hit on an issue which 
seemed a classic example of party collusion (or what the establishme! 
would call consensus). It was Britain's original social insuranct 
legislation which appealed to both the paternalism of the Tories and the 
active statism of the New Liberals. To Belloc, it was a fraud benefitting 
only the more highly skilled workers well able to provide their own 
insurance, and was offensive because it was compulsory. It was a 
cornerstone in a development that he would prophetically.labe1 the 
Servile State. 

The Servile State was that society where individualism and the right of 
contract disappeared and were replaced by a situation "in which the 
mass of men shall be constrained by law to labour to the profit of a 
minority, but as a price of such constraint, shall enjoy a security which 
the old Capitalism did not give them."= The variogs reforms then being 
proposed for the alleviation of the industrial proletariat, such as 
minimum wage laws, compulsory arbitration, compulsory social 
insurance, and nationalization or muncipalization of industry, would 
really work to protect the wealthy from the consequences of the market 
and pompetition. The masses, on the other hand, under the cover of 
comfortable amenities, would become bound to a servile status. 

Belloc emphasized that the projected society would not be socialism, 
that is the public ownership of the means of production (which he equally 
deplored), because the capitalist class would still really possess their 
wealth. However, it would satisfy many idealistic socialists because the 
laboring classes would be spared "the special evils of insecurity and 
insufficiency," although at  the price of "the destruction of freedom." 
Also satisfied would be that type of socialist reformer like the Fabian for 
whom "the occupation most congenial . . . is the 'running' of men: as  a 
machine is run."' The working class would not oppose compulsory 
amenities which provide security and comfort, such as social insurance, 
minimum wage laws, and compulsory arbitration, even though they 
would ultimately lead to the elimination of their freedom of contract. The 
workers' acceptance of this inevitability is because their bargaining 
position was not great to begin with, but also because they had "lost the 
tradition of property and freedom," and were "most powerfully inclined" 
to accept the loss of freedom because of the positive benefits of security.' 
The resultant situation would be that 

Society is recognized as no longer consisting of free men 
bargaining freely for their labour or any other commodity 
in their possession, but of two contrasting status, owners 
and non.owner~.~ 

The ownership class would be delighted with the prospective 
developments also, for "Capitalism has seen to it that it shall bea winner 
not a loser by this form of sham s~cialism,"'~ as it also would be 
guaranteed a security non-existent in the free market. The explanation is 
that nationalization or municipalization would not be simple acts of 
confiscation nor would they be compensated by taxation. Rather they 
would be financed by loans made from the same original ownership class 
that would now be guaranteed both compensatory annuities usually 
exceeding the rate of profit when the enterprise had been in private 

(Continued On page 8)  
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New Rothbard Book 
Th~s year's new Rothbard book is out! It  is an inexpensive, handsomely 

bound paperback, published by the new Libertarian Review Press, a 
.pinoff of Books for Libertarians, with a picture of the famous Deanne 
Hollinger poster of Rothbard on the front cover. The price is only $2.50! ! 
Where can you get a book for that price nowadays? 

The new book, Egalitarianism As A Revolt Against Nature, and Other 
Assays, is a collection of some of the best Rothbard essays, all of which 
have been either unpublished, or only published in obscure and now 
defunct journals. Now they are for the first time, not only in print but 
easily accessible. Rothbard has a spirited new introduction to the 
collection, which begins with the sentence: "Probably the most common 
question that has been hurled at  me - in some exasperation - over the 
years 1s. 'Why don't you stick to economics?' " The remainder of the 
mtroduction answers that question and summarizes the contribution of 
each essay. A Foreword by R. A. Childs, Jr .  asserts that Rothbard is the 
Karl Marx of the libertarian movement. 

The following are the essays included in the new book: 
"Egalitarianism as a Revolt against Nature". (From Modern Age). 

Individual diversity vs. egalitarianism. 
'"Left and Right: the Prospects for Liberty" (From the famous first 

issue of Left and Right). A libertarian manifesto and world-view. 
"The Anatomy of the State" (from Rampart Journal). The State as the 

enemy: how it arises and perpetuates itself. 
"Justi<? and Property Rights" (unpublished; from Symposium on 

Origin a h %  Development of Property Rights, University of San 
Francisco). : philosophic theory of justice in property rights. 

"War, Peace, and the State" {froml'he Standard). A libertarian theory 

"Ludwig von Mises and the Paradigm for Our Age" (from Modern 
Age). A tribute to von Mises' contribution, and a philosophico- 
sociological explanation for his neglect in the current age. 

"Why Be Libertarian?" (from Left and Right). A plea to adopt 
libertarianism on the basis of a passion for justice. 

All this: 15 sparkling essays, plus an introduction, plus a foreword, for 
only $2.50. There are discounts for larger amounts purchased. Write to: 
Libertarian Review Press, 422 First St. S. E., Washington, D. C. 20003. 
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Hilaire Belloc - 
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directorates would be rehired by the public companies, but now at  
enlarged and guaranteed salaries. Furthermore, massive public works, 
ostensibly of a socially benevolent nature, whether schools, hospitals, or 
slum clearances, would tend to be financed not by taxation but by loans 
and would provide to the wealthy classes further forms of guaranteed 
income." 

In short, the capitalists would welcome and indeed promote most of the 
massive programs for state intervention and control of the economy. 
These reformist projects would serve to guarantee and enlarge their 
wealth and power and minimize their having to face the market. 

Are not Belloc's prophecies validated by the recent experiences in our 
country, where national price and wage controls have been implemented 
by a "pro-business," ~gpublican administration, and in our state (New 

2 - 
"The  rez zit Women's Lib Issue: Setting it Straight" (from the 

Individualist). Rothbard's first writing on thiicurrently explosive issue. 
' "C&ewation and the Free Market" (from the Individualist). 

Application of free-market economics and libertarian property rights 
theory to the issues of conservation and ecology. 

"The Meaning of Revolution" (from Libertarian Forum). What is 
"revolution", and to what extent are libertarians "revolutionaries"? 

"National Liberation" (from Libertarian Forum). The application of 
libertarianism to the concept of "national liberation". 

"Anarcho-Communism" (from Libertarian Forum). A critique of the 
communist wing of anarchism. 

"The Spooner-Tucker Doctrine: an Economist's View" (from A Way 
Out). A critique of nineteenth century individualist anarchism from the 
free-market point of view. 
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